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Educational Progreee at Snowflake. Manitoba.
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Manitoba’s Consolidated School System
Children Living on the Farm Have Equal Opportunities With Those Living 

in the Town
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Dependable Spark Plug»
— Studcbakers and Maxwells are

in the performance of these motors.
There is a Champion for every type of motor, gas engine 
or tractor.
Your protection is in the Champion guarantee of 
"Complete satisfaction to thefuser—Free Repair— 
Replacement or Money Back.
Dealers everywhere sell Champions for every kind of 
motor. Look for the name on the porcelain.
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Hamilton Plows for Long, 
Hard Service

TT takes a real plow to make good with the
1 plowing experts of Eastern Canada. There 
fore. we take pride in the fact that the Hamilton 
No. 126 sulky meets w;th their approval. Partly
because it is adjustable to all conditions, partly because it is 
easy to operate, but mostly because it is built to do first-class
PlERthe H/P instantly
change tbe landing of the beam, straighten crooked furrows, 
adapt the plow to side bill plowing and to the turning of short
C°The HoarfHon 126 is a two-wheel sulky with a heme lift — a 
simple type that is remarkably easy to ojwrate. The horses 
do practically all the work, yet ti:' draft of the plow is so 
light that they do a full day's work with it 

The Hamilton line also includes walking gangs, two-way 
plows, and a choice assortment of walking plows. All are 
made with the thoroughness you will find in the: 126 sulky. 
Note the new spring beams and long handles of the walking 
plows. Write us for Hamilton plow folders. * • • j

International Harvester Company of Canada, Limited
BRANCH HOUSES

** U“'*"
EAST — Hamilton, Ont.. London, Ont„ Montreal Qua., Ottawa, Ont. Quebec, Qua.,
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